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What excites me more than the work I’ve done, 
is the work I’m yet to do.



Prenoxad 
Awareness 
Campign

This campaign co-opts the language and “expected” imagery associated with 
addiction and turns it inside out. It commands viewers attention and challenges 
them to think about users as people who are willing to stand behind the family 
and friends who are addicts From this dedicated group of people, “I’m a user” 
isn’t a cry for help, it’s a declaration of love.

Print and clinic poster

Clinic poster



Unt animinullor sollici aepero comnis et evendit quam que numendam nusam  
unt a nobit vel et eris esciunt, consed ut volenes truptatur, nus et ipidit eligna 
tius endi ilictur aut aut doluptium nonsedi gnisimi lluptat ulparum soloreped  
quasi conseque non comni tem essus etur sitestis delliae. Et moloria.
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For my
neighbour

For my
sister

For my
son

For my
uncle

For my
partner

For my
brother

For my
mother

The storyboard showed how emotional short films of concerned family and friends could further the campaign.

A DM piece using the Prenoxad box was presented as a way to 
get the message into the hands of those who care for an addict.

Prenoxad 
Awareness 
Campign

These additional ideas were presented to show how the ‘User’  
awareness campaign could extend across multiple touchpoints.



Takeda 
Oncology

The ‘Keep Looking’ campaign is designed to create awareness of the hidden 
dangers which exist for advanced-stage Hodgkin lymphoma patients. Used  
as a prelaunch strategy, each channel challenged the audience’s perceptions  
of the disease and to educate them on the dangers these patients still face.



The exhibition stand was created to make visitors ‘Keep Looking’ for the hidden dangers through an augmented reality app. iPads were 
covered with a cardboard camera shell and the detailed information was triggered when the user caught a gorilla in their view. Each 
message appeared as a pop-up with a snapshot feature activating so users knew how many pieces of inforamtion needed to be found. 
At the end they could either restart or review the messages. Click red button to view the app in action, password: For_your_eyes_only

Parallax scrolling campaign microsite.

Additional ‘Keep Looking’ campaign elements.Takeda 
Oncology



LEC 
Video content      

A campaign is a step by step process and although each stage has an important 
role to play in its overall success, none are more integral than the start.

https://vimeo.com/258047616


To communicate the launch of their new indication, ADCETRIS wanted an 
opening video to highlight their journey so far and how the new indication 
adds another stop in an already impressive list of destinations.

Brand journey video played during conference. To view, use password: For_your_eyes_only

ADCETRIS 
Internal Meeting 

Theme



Each team member was emailed an ADC Air 
‘Boarding Pass’ which was used to generate  
their ‘Passenger ID’ badges.

A stand alone App was created to allow team members the ability to print their own ‘Passenger ID’ card before entering the meeting. The check-in process started  
when they scanned the QR code from their boarding pass. Each stage was clearly prompted and some additional touches like predictive text for names made it simple.

These additional elements added an interactive element to the theme 
and helped create a more memorable experience for the team.

ADCETRIS 
Internal Meeting 

Theme



Verkazia 
eye drops

Having to spend a majority of the warmer months in darkened rooms, means 
life’s pretty bleak for a child suffering the seasonal eye disease VKC (vernal 
keratoconjunctivitis). Using this insight, the following campaign was created  
to focus on the thrill, excitement and relief these children feel on that first day  
of being well enough to burst back to their life.

DPS



Additional campaign executions.Verkazia 
eye drops



Utrogestan 
Patient pack

Create an idea which highlights how the product supports woman on IVF during 
the critical early stages of implantation. The idea also needed to be expandable 
when further product indications became available. This die-cut 6pp patient pack 
would be handed out by HCPs.

Brochure covers Pack cover and contents



Event pull-up banner

Mundipharma 
Branding

Mundipharma’s biosimilar division wanted an intriguing, non-pharma idea for a 
new overarching look and feel for it’s suite of products. The idea developed from 
the insight of how these products mimic or mirror many aspects the original it’s 
designed from.

To view, use password: For_your_eyes_only



ADCETRIS 
Content

These videos were developed to communicate a two part story about the 
importance of the CD30 receptor in the diagnosis of many lymphomas, as well as 
the MOA of the ADCETRIS treatment. Designed to stand alone or work together, 
both are a visually dynamic way to bring each story to life. To view, use password: 
For_your_eyes_only

Educational video on the importance of the CD30 receptor and its role in the diagnosis of many lymphomas. Educational video on the ADCETRIS Mode of Action. 



Over active bladder (OAB) is an all-consuming condition which can often take 
over a patient’s life. Luckily for sufferers, relief is at hand. By showing the MoA 
within a woman’s short journey, the video not only informs viewers about the 
condition’s emotional effect, it also educates them about the product as well.

To view, use password: For_your_eyes_only

Betmiga 
MoA video



Full stand design

Stand video, to view use password: For_your_eyes_only

Zydelig 
EHA Stand

The stand panel and video content for EHA 2018 was created as a transitional 
concept between their current work and an upcoming patient-centric campaign. 
Through reimagining existing recognisable elements, the new execution had an 
exciting fresh look whilst maintaining a familiar feel.



Xultophy
XULTOPHY, an easy-to use, once-daily, pre-filled basal-inulin and GLP-1 analogue 
pen cuts out much of the complexity that many new and existing patients find 
with insulin treatment regimes. 



DIFICLIR 
True Cost

It’s not just patients who are crippled by an outbreak of CDI. The interactive 
hospital was designed to educate prescribers about the condition and the 
associated costs for treatment.

As users explored each room, they could uncover contextual facts about the condition and its treatment.  
During the interaction an outbreak of CDI occurs. Users are asked to make a CDI treatment decision, 
the impact of which is shown across hospital departments as well as the subsequent impact on the wider  
healthcare system.



Espranor 
Print Campaign

Espranor, a brupenorphine sublingual tablet, wanted a campaign  
to communicate their competitive advantage of how quickly their 
tablet dissolved.

Print and clinic posters

Print and clinic posters



Image from the British Society for Rheumatology (BSR) Annual Conference 2018 in Liverpool. This stand  
featured seven doors all containing OLED screens for content. The stand is modular, so it could be scaled  
down depending on floor space, and has been used at the British Association of Dermatologists (BAD)  
Annual Conference 2018 in Edinburgh with updated content.

To view, use password: For_your_eyes_only

A total of seven doors were constructed with each door 
having its own distinct personality from the type of door knob 
to the accessories it had. 

Each screen played a combination of patient 
and KOL content, which rotated when the door 
was re-opened. This made each more intriguing 
so the visitor would stay on the stand longer. 

To view, use password: For_your_eyes_only

Otezla 
Exhibition stand

The booth was designed to challenge HCPs to look inside the lives of psoriasis and 
psoriatic arthritis patients at various stages of disease and treatment. Behind each 
door an OLED screen would play a film of either a patient or KOL talking about 
Otezla and its benefits. On the reverse side of each door structure, HCPs could find 
compelling data to support the Otezla brand.
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